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Abstract:

Natural language allows us to maintain the uncertainties we may in our knowledge and does not require us to im-
pose an unjustified precision. Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic provide (in conffast to classical logic) an effective con-
ceptual framework for dealing with uncertainty and imprecision present in language sentences. Intuitionistic fuzzy
sets seem even to be more important in the area due to the fact that they are generalisation of fuzzy sets with an-
other degree of freedom letting us better model uncertainty. In this paper we show a new application (examples)
of intuitionistic fuzzy sets - their ability to handling uncertainty in natural language sentences with imprecise
predicates and modal operators (zecessity "D"and possibiliry "0" which have no counterparts in the ordinxy fuzq
set theory).

INTRODUcrtoN

The natural language plays a fundamental role not only in human communication but even in human way of
thinking and regarding the world. It allows us to maintain the uncertainties we may in our knowledge and does not
require us to impose an unjustified precision.

Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic provide (in contrast to classical logic) an effective conceptual framework for
dealing with uncertainty and imperfect information present in language sentences. Fuzzf, set theory was proposed
by Zadeh in 1965 as a simple and efficient tool for the representation and processing of imprecise concepts and
quantities exemplified by tall men, large numbers etc. which fall beyond the scope of conventional precise
mathematics because their very essence is a gradual (not abrupt) transition between the membership and non-
membership of elements in a set.

Intuitionistic fuzz1 sets seem to be even more important in the area of handling uncertainty in natural
sentences due to the fact that they are generalisation of fuzry sets with another degree of freedom. This way we
can better model imperfect information (examples of applications of intuitionistic fuzzy sets in negotiation proc-
esses are given e.g. in 112, l3l, in widely understood decision making - in Ia]).

The purpose of this paper is to show a new application of intuitionistic fuzzy sets - their ability to han-
dling uncertainty in natural language sentences with imprecise predicates and modal operators ("necessity" and
"possibility") which have no counterparts in the ordinary fuzzy set theory. The material is organised as follows: In
Sections I and 2 we briefly present fuzzy sets and intuitionistic fuzzy sets, respectively. In Section 3 we give short
description of the operaton: "tr" and "0" applied for IFSS, In Section 4 we propose an original method which
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1. FUZZY SETS

Ftqzy sets were introduced by Zadeh in 1 965 [ t ] as a simple and effective tool for modelling vague and imprecise

(but intuitively fully understood and familiar) concepts and quantities exemplified by "tall man", "large numbers"

eIc, A ftuzy set A' is just a set ofordered pairs as follows

A'=6{<x, p1, (x)>: xeX} (l)

where the function p1| X --> l0;1'l is called a membership function, and the vahrc p1'(x) is interpreted as a member-

ship level (degree) of element .r to a fizzy set A' , Such a fuzzy set can be also noted as wr ordered pait <A' , p1>

with notions given by (1).

A concep! which plays a basic and dominant role in fuzzy logic and reasoning is the concept ofa "lin-

guistic variable". A linguistic variable is a variable the values of which are not numbers but words or sentences or

propositions in a natural language or artificial language. A linguistic variable encapsulates the properties of ap-

proximate or imprecise concepts in a systematic and computationally useful way. It reduces the apparent com-

plexity of describing a system by matching a semantic tag to the underlying concept. Yet a linguistic variable al-

ways represents a fuzzy space (another way of saying that when we evaluate a linguistic variable we come with a

fuzzy set).

Example 1
LetXbe a set of points belonging to a circle with r radius. Let all points which san be described as "close to the

centre of the circle" belong to a fuzzy sel <A', tta>. The membership function is given as follows:

pt,(x): min{ 1,413 7l- d(x)/r)}

where: d(x) - the distance between point x and the centre of X.

0 0,5r r d(x)

Figure 1: The membership function given by (2)

Basing on (2) we can define the linguistic variable how_distant, which takes its values in the set {FAn,
euITE FAR, eUITE ct-osr, cLoSE). Obviously, all given adverbs describe the distance between any point x and the

centre of X. Table (3) relates those adverbs to relevant intervals of po'values:

YxeX (2)

HOW-DISTAN

T Pe'@)

FAR

QUTTE FAR

QUITE CLOSE

CLOSE

The how_distant variable can be used for sample sentences modelling as follows:
l. Point x such that: d(x) : 0,2 r (pe'6) : l) is closE to the centre of X.
2. Point x such that: d(x) :0,625 r (pt'@) :0,5) is QUITE FAR from the centre of X.

'/.)
'i;)
'rr)

; l l
(3)
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The fvq set I ' discussed in our example is given in Figure 2, where the brightness level of a point is inversely
related to the membership degree ofthat point (where: white - 0, black - l):

Figure 2: The fiszzy set A' with the membership function given by (2).

The membership function in the example above and - generally - in any model built via fuzzy sets is
not strictly determined through the theory, but usually empirically found to make t}le model as close to our intui-
tion as possible. The most frequently applied membership functions are described in !-71.

2. I ITUTTIoNISTTC FIJZZY SETS

Intuitionistic fuzzy sets were introduced by Atanassov in 1983 (cf. e.g. [8, 9]) as a generalisation ofZadeh's fuzzy
set theory. An intuitionistic fuzzy set I in space X is given as follows [9]:

A:u {.x, pa6), v1@)>: xe\

where: tr4: X--> [0;l] - membership function
v4 X ) [0;l] - non-membership function

end p1, v7 functions satisfy the condition :

0 < p t 6 ) + v { x ) < 1 YxeX

(4)

Obviously:

The difference between I and the sum of p{x) and v,4fr) is interpreted w a hesitancy degree (hesitancy
margin) formally called intuitionistic fuzzy index of element x in an intuitionistic frnzy set A:

re(x) - I  -  (pt6)+vA(x)) YxeX (6)

(7)

Summing up: If we want to describe fully an intuitionistic fuzzy set, we must use any two functions from the
ffiplet{membership fimction, non-membership function, intuitionistic fr.zzy index functionl .

Example 2 Modelling ofimprecise predicate ,,to be close to the cmtre ofthe circle" via intuitionistic f,rzzy sets
Let-{be a set ofpoints belonging to a circle with r radius. In order to model via intuitionistic fuzzy sets how close
is a point to the centre of a circle we must give any two functions from the triplet {p4 vn , zl } . Let us assume that
membership function p,a is the same as pA, in Example l, i.e. given by (2). Next, let non-membership function v,a
be given as follows:

(s)

0 s 4 6 ) < l YxeX

0
(2'd(x)tr)-l

d l a x : 0 < d ( x ) 3 0 , 5 r
dlax: 0,5r 1d(x) < r

Thus, having in mind (2) and (8), from (6) we obtain intuitionistic fuzzy index in the form:
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0
'lrE+.d1*1lr -t1
'tr(r- d(x)tr)

Functions (2), (S) and (9) are given in Figure. 3:

dla x: 0 < d(x) < 0,25 r
dlax: 0,25r < d(*) <0,5 r
dla x: 0,5r < d(x) < r

f(x) 
I

0,5

0

tre6)

l-'l'�'l-l
l -  

- . -  -  n i(x)  |
l- P'(t) |

d(x)

Figure 3: The membership function - p(x), non-membership function - v(x)
and intuitionistic fuzzy index - n(x) for tle intuitionistic ftlzzy set A from Example 2'

Now, let us define the linguistic variable how_distanr as in Example 1 - by (3). Moreover, with the in-

tuitionistic fuzzy index of the intuitionisti c fuzq set A we have a possibility to characterise how certain is the

opinion modelled by (3): let us define linguistic vxiable how_certain, which takes its values in the set {SURE,

eUITE suRE, euEsTtoNABLE). Relationships between this linguistic variable set and values of ra are shown in

Table (10):

[IOW-CERTAI

N

SURE

QUITE SURE

QUESTIONABLE

(10 )

The how_distant (3) and how_certqin (10) linguistic variables can be used for sample sentences modelling as

follows:
l. Point "r such that d(x):0,2r (p{x):l) is ct-osE to the centre of X; this opinion is suRE (tq(x):O).

2. Point.r such that d(x):0,625r (pa@):0,5) is QUtrE FAR form the centre of X; this opinion is QUES-
TTONABLE (r1(x):t l).

It is worth noticing that in the sense of (1) any crisp set Z is a special case of a fuzzy set with the membership

function taking values as follows:

|  - i f  xeZ
0 - otherwise ( l  l )

Analogously- in thesenseof  (a)-any fuzzyset  1A' ,  l ta>isaspecia lcaseof  anintu i t ion is t ic  fuzzy

set with the non-membership function taking values as follows:

ve(x): l-pA@) YxeX

Note, that for elements of an intuitionistic fuzzy set <A, /4, rt) for which their intuitionistic fuzzy index

is equal to 0, we can be sure as far as the membership degree of these elements are concerned. On the other hand:

each intuitionistic fuzzy set 1A, ltt, vt) with membership and non-membership functions satisfying condition (12)

is a classical (Zadeh's) fuzzy set.

0 0,25 r 0,5 r 0,75 r l

(e)

(r2)

I
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3. OPERAToRS TRANSFoRMING INTUITI0NISTIC FUZZY SETS INTO FUZZY SETS

Operators transforming an intuitionistic fuzzy set into a fuzzy set are usually defined as operations on their mem-
bership orland non-membership functions. The most typical example ofsuch an operator is Atanassov's operator
described in [9], considered also in [11]. In this article we are mainly interested in two operators: necessity "l]'

and possibility "C' transforming an intuitionistic fuzzy set into a fuzzy set.
LetX- any classical non-empty space, <A, p1, v,4> - an intuitionistic fuzzy set in X. The two operators

necessitlt'oU" nd possibility "U' hansforming an intuitionistic finzy set A into a fuzzy set are defined as follows

[8, e]:

M: 14, 1t4, l 'pu,

0A: <A, l-v4 v4)

(13)
(14)

Notice, that sets obtained vra (13) and (14) from an intuitionistic fvzry set A are typical Zadeh's fwzy
sets: they do satisfy condition (12).

The above definitions of"!" and "0" indicate that these operators are meaningless in the case of fuzzf,
sets, and this is therefore a demonstration ofthe fact that intuitionistic fuzzy sets axe proper extension of the ordi-
narv fuzzv sets.

4. MODf,LLINC OF NATURAL LANGUAGE SENTDNCES CONTAINING MOI}AL OPf,RATORS

The original way of applying operators ,,tr'and,,0" (which are typical for intuitionistic fuzzy sets and have no
counterparts for fuzzy sets) is modelling of natural language sentences containing imprecise predicates and pre-
ceded by modal operators: it is necessary, that.-. ("box", "tl') or/and it is possible, that... ("dianond", "0"), for
instance:

1, It is necessary, that Peter is atall man.
2, It is possible, that Peter is atall man.
Let us denote the sentence ,,Peter is a tall man" as p; thus, we must denote the sentences 1 Md 2 asl. t! and

0p, respectively. If sentence p, i.e: imprecise predicate ,,to be a tall man" is modelled by a linguistic variable, the
values of which are related to intuitionistic fuzzy sets u4r, A2, Aj...., etc., then sentences trp and 0p can be modelled
by linguistic variable the values of which are related -by (13) - (14) -to intuitionistic fuzzy sets MyDA2,Mj'..
and QAt, OAz, QAs... respectively. Details ofthose operations are shown in Example 3:

Example 3
Let us define three intuitionistic fuzzy sets <S, ls vP, <M, Fu, vu> and <L, p7, vr> in space I/ - the set of all
words. Sets ̂ S, ll4, l, represent IHORT, UEDIUM, and IONG words in I/, respectively. Their membership and non-
membership functions are given as follows:

tr.J)={*

I u(w)-+

p,(,)=)rr-f i1*1
l 4
L 0

, f  s :N(w)<4

, f  s :4<N(w)<8

otherwise

u,( r ) - . f ,Gt - r , (s )

(16 )
(1  5 )

tf .r:4 < N(w) <8

, f  s :8< N(w)<12

otherwise ( l  8)

(r7)
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pr(r)={q
i f  s:N(s)<8

if s :8 <N(s) <l

otherwise

,,,(*) = - ltt(w)

(20)
(t e)

YwelY

where: -Iy'ls) -the number of letters in word w (the length of word w)

Membership functions, non-membership functions, and intuitionistic fuzzy indices for intuitionistic fuzzy sets ,S,
M, L arc given in Figures 5, 6, 7, respectively:

1 , 5

1

0,5

0
1 614121 0

Figure 5: Memberships functions for $HORT, MEDIUM, and LONG words
given in Example 3 (as functions of numbers of letters).

1 4  1 6

Figure 6: Non-membership functions for gHont, MEDIUM, and LONG words
given in Example 3 (as functions of numbers of letters).

Figure 7: Intuitionistic fuzzy indices for ![{ORT, MEDIUM, and LONG words
given in Example 3 (as functions of numbers of letters).

1 21 0

1 61 41 21 0

Itt(w)

I
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Now, we relate ps pM, pL functions to the elements of the set {sHoRT, MEDIUM, LoNG} respectively; the given

adjectives are the values ofthe linguistic variable how,long_word. Then, we relate rs, EM, rLfur.ctions to the ele-
ments ofthe set {SURE, QUITE suRx, QUESTIONABLE}, respectively ura Table (21):

HOW-CERTAIN

Sunp
Qulre suRE

Qur,s-
TIONABLE

1 r
l 4

(21)

The given adjectives are the values of the variable how_certain. (see also Example 2).
Now - with lingui stic variables how Jong_word tnd how ,cerldrr4 - it is possible to model the imprecise sentences

describing the length ofwords, and containing the level of certainty for given opinion, for instance:
r.' The word "cat" is sHoRT (ts ("cat")=l ' Qty ("cat')=o);

this opinion is sunr (z( 'cat')=0)

s.' The word "fumiture" is MEDIUM (tM ("fumiture")=9,75 , pr("fixnitve"1=9,251'
this opinion eulrE suRE (zl"tumiture')=0, 133).

Thus, sentences trr,0r, trr, and 0s are now ofthe form:
trr It is necessary, that the word"cat" is SHORT;
0r It is possible, that the word"cat" is sHoRT;
nr It is necessary, t&a/ the word "fumiture" is MEDIUM;
0s It is possible, that the word"fvniture" is MEDtuM.

Now, let us transform IFS (S, p5, v5>, which has just been used to model trr, 0r sentences, through op-
eraton ,,tr" and,,0" given by (13), (14). We obtain two IFSs ofthe form <S,1rs, l-ls> and <S, 1-v& vP satisrying
condition (12), so, in fact, they are two Zadeh's fuz.zy sets. Analogously, we transform IFS <M, pM, vr,>, used to
model tlr, 0s sentences. Notice, that intuitionistic fuzzy indices of <S, 45> , <M, pt"?, and of <L, pp now equals 0
for all words. It means, that after th€ transformation we lost the second part ofthe sentence, which was used to
describe the certainty level ofthe given opinion. However, we can restore that measure, if we interpret the mem-
bership degree for any element ofa fuzzy set as the level of the truth (in scale: I - true, 0 - false) for the obtained
modal sentence, i.e. sentences trr, 0r, trs, and 0s have the level of true: 1; l;0,75;0,884, respectively. Especially,
two last results are very close to human intuition: the possibility ofany fact seems to be truer, than its necessity.

5. FINAL coNcLUsIoNs AND FURT|If,R woRK SUGGESTTONS

We have shown the concept of mathematical modelling of natural language sentences containing imprecise predi-

cates and modal operators necessity "D" and possibility "0". This is a new original application of intuitionistic
fuzzy set theory. The procedures enabling the natural language modelling and analysis using fuzzy logic elements
are essential and very popular in their applications in decision and expert systems. Any sentence obtained through
the procedures described in Example 3, Section 4 can be a premise to fuzzy reasoning and inference. It is also
possible to find some modal logic axioms to be satisfied by those sentences.
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